
Medical designed core with zonal pressure support 
utilising a unique material with the soft luxury feel 
of latex.

Latent
Health®

Moveable vasco cell structure surface to reduce 
pressure and to maintain healthy skin and soft 
tissue circulation.

Standard
Health®

AirSoft
Health®

Medical specification and benefits from double 
layer airventing for cooling and a soft zonal 
support surface.

The Varimatic HealthCare mattress range has been 
specifically designed to ease the suffering of people with 
a chronic illness and/or disability. Each one is 
manufactured using medical grade materials and has 
been based on the designs used in hospitals and medical 
units to help reduce pressure points, increase soft tissue 
circulation, reduce inflammation and aid recovery.

The luxury mattress covers have been specifically chosen 
to prevent heat build-up via their breathable fabric 
technology and mesh sides; drawing moisture away 
from the body and providing additional air circulation. 

The Varimatic HealthCare Mattress Range

All of our mattresses contain carefully created zonal 
support where the foam is more concentrated in 
specific areas to support your spine – ensuring it 
stays aligned to its natural shape. This helps to reduce 
pressure of the neck, shoulders, back, hips and knees, 
helping to improve posture, relieve aches and pains 
and improve comfort while you sleep.

Zonal Support

Head Zone Core Zone Feet Zone

HealthCare Mattress Depth Small 
single Single Small 

double  Double King King twin Super King Super King  
twin 

Latent, AirSoft Health & Air25* 25cm 2’6 3’ 4’ 4’6” 5’ 2 x 2’6” 6’ 2 x 3’

Standard Health & Air22* 20cm 2’6 3’ 4’ 4’6” 5’ 2 x 2’6” 6’ 2 x 3’

*10 year guarantee



The Varimatic 
Mattress Range

AIR 22, AIR 25, a combination of encapsulated sides, 
luxurious pocket springs and the proprietary technology 
of our AIR FOAM creates a mattress that actually breathes, 
circulating air around your sleep environment. This keeps 
it fresh and free from allergy activators and also allows 
your body to be just the right temperature.

On top of this, our sleep system also offers memory foam 
pressure relief without the heat - optimum full body 
support and comfort for a great night’s sleep.

Your exclusive mattress retailer:

The mattress that 
breathes... 

As you move, the springs pump air through  
the AIR FOAM matrix surface.

AIR22 ®, AIR25 ®

British madeV02260821002054

Helping you
to look after
yourself

CoolMax
The Coolmax is made up of two layers of foam. Top layer is 
2” of Vasco, a viscoelastic foam that is temperature-sensitive 
and provides enhanced pressure distribution across the 
contact surface. The pressure distribution is optimised when 
used in conjunction with the bottom layer which is 6” of 
high load bearing Reflex foam.

This combination spreads the sleepers weight, no matter 
what body weight, to provide the least possible pressure.

This is then covered with the luxurious soft Coolmax 
zipped cover.

Cool
Max®


